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Local News
Sierra Leonean Retains Special Court Presidency / The Torchlight
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TRC Vision, Part of Sierra Leone’s Contribution to Global Peace / Concord Times
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International News
'Blood Diamond' Trial: The Case Against Charles Taylor / The Telegraph
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Mandela Charity's Ex-chief Innocent in Diamond Case Linked to Charles Taylor / Associated Press
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The Telegraph
Thursday, 16 June 2011

'Blood diamond' trial: the case against Charles Taylor

By Aislinn Laing, Johannesburg

Charles Taylor has spent the last three years on trial before the war crimes tribunal
in The Hague over accusations that as Liberian president he funded years of
atrocities in neighbouring Sierra Leone in return for "blood diamonds".
Charles Taylor stands accused of
accepting 'mayonnaise jars' stuffed
with diamonds dug by antigovernment rebels Photo: AFP

He was the first ever African head of state to face an international tribunal. Aside from
distracting details about his flirtation with supermodel Naomi Campbell, uncut jewels and
dining with Nelson Mandela, the aim of the Special Court for Sierra Leone could not be
more serious: to seek justice for the hundreds of thousands of victims of a vicious civil war.
Taylor stands accused of accepting "mayonnaise jars" stuffed with diamonds dug by antigovernment rebels – and the civilians they forced to work at gunpoint – from Sierra Leone's
rust-coloured earth which were then smuggled across the jungle border to Monrovia.
In return, US-educated and Libya-trained Taylor sent back weapons largely purchased on
the black market because of a UN arms embargo placed on Liberia. Among those he is
alleged to have traded with was Russian Viktor Bout, on whom the Nicholas Cage film Lord
of War is partly based.
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The Sierra Leone civil war claimed some 120,000 lives in the 10 years to 2001, with
Revolutionary United Front rebels mutilating thousands of civilians who had their hands and
arms severed.
According to Brenda Hollis, the chief prosecutor, Taylor was directly responsible for the
terrorising of civilians, recruitment of child soldiers and even cannibalism – the court heard
from a former aide who said he saw him eat a human liver.
"Charles Ghankay Taylor was in charge of, put in place, directed, nurtured and supported
the campaign of terror," said Hollis, all "to forcibly control the people and territory of Sierra
Leone ... its resources, in particular its diamonds." She said Campbell's evidence – which
she had to be compelled to give after citing fears about her family's safety – was crucial
because it could tie Taylor directly to the trade in diamonds for arms.
It also backs a claim by prosecutors that he travelled to South Africa with an assortment of
diamonds in 1997, at the time of the dinner, returning via Burkina Faso and Libya, from
whence a large arms shipment originated shortly afterwards.
When he met Naomi Campbell in September 1997 at the now famous dinner hosted by the
then South African president Nelson Mandela, he had only been in power for a month.
But he was already a controversial figure, having campaigned under the slogan "he killed
by Ma, he killed my Pa, but I will vote for him," a reference to the First Liberian Civil War
that saw the death of incumbent Samuel Doe. The atrocities committed in his name meant
that Graca Machel, Mr Mandela's soon-to-be wife, was furious with him for letting Taylor
stay for dinner.
According to Miss Campbell's agent, Carole White, the Streatham-born supermodel sat next
to Mr Taylor and flirted with him during dinner.
Afterwards, Miss Campbell said two men knocked on her door and handed her a pouch of
"small, dirty-looking stones", which she gave the following morning to Jeremy Ractliffe, the
Nelson Mandela Children's Fund head, who locked them away in a safe until Campbell's
evidence at The Hague exposed his role after so many years.
Taylor was indicted after he fled to Nigeria, having been ousted from the presidency in
Liberia. While his crimes do not apply to his actions in Liberia, for those he is said to have
committed in Sierra Leone he faces a life behind bars in Britain, which has agreed to be his
jailer if he is found guilty.
For his part, the lay preacher who once compared himself to Jesus said the accusations he
was facing were "diabolic lies" and he had sought to be a "broker of peace" in the region.
"I am a father of 14 children, grandchildren, with love for humanity, have fought all my life
to do what I thought was right in the interests of justice and fair play," he said when he
took to the witness box in the case.
"I resent that characterisation of me. It is false, it is malicious."
Whether Miss Campbell's evidence aided the prosecution's case is yet to be seen. The
judges retired in March this year to deliberate on the 11 counts of war crimes and crimes
against humanity faced by Taylor. Their verdict is expected by the end of the year.
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The Associated Press
Wednesday, 15 June 2011

South Africa: Mandela charity's ex-chief innocent in diamond case linked to Charles Taylor

Jeremy Ractcliffe leaves the court in Johannesburg after being
found not guilty of dealing in "blood diamonds" Wednesday,
June 15, 2011. Ractcliffe, the former chief executive of the
Nelson Mandela Children's fund, had been charged with
violating laws against possessing uncut diamonds after super
model Naomi Campbell testified that she gave Ractcliffe the
gems.

(AP Photo/Moeletsi Mabe)
Ed Brown, The Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG - A prominent South African businessman to whom supermodel Naomi Campbell testified she
gave gems was found not guilty Wednesday in a "blood diamonds" case.
Jeremy Ractliffe, former chief executive of the Nelson Mandela Children's Fund, had been charged with violating
laws against possessing uncut diamonds. It is illegal in South Africa to possess a rough diamond because of its
possible links to funding fighters in African civil wars, money laundering and other crimes.
"Mr. Ractliffe, you are not guilty and discharged," Magistrate Renier Boshoff said after hearing just a half day of
testimony. Ractliffe had been accompanied to court Wednesday by his wife and five daughters, who embraced after
hearing the verdict.
Ractliffe has said he kept the stones and did not report them to authorities in a bid to protect the reputations of
Mandela, Campbell and the charity, of which he was a founder.
"I did what I did for what I felt were totally valid reasons," Ractliffe told reporters outside the courtroom after the
verdict was read. "I have always thought I was innocent and it was very nice to have this proven."
Ractliffe was chief executive in 1997 of the Mandela charity when Campbell said she received uncut diamonds
after a fundraiser also attended by Liberia's then President Charles Taylor. Taylor was believed to be the source of
the diamonds. He is being tried in The Hague for trading in illegal diamonds.
Campbell testified during Taylor's war crimes trial at the Hague she received the diamonds from three men who
came to her hotel room after the fundraising dinner. Campbell said that she did not know the source of the
diamonds, but other witnesses said she bragged about getting them from Taylor.
Campbell said she gave Ractliffe the diamonds the morning after she received them, as a donation to Mandela's
charity. Ractliffe said he didn't tell the foundation about the diamonds, and kept the stones in a safe for 13 years
until he handed them over to police after Campbell's August 2010 testimony.
Ractliffe had already stepped down as chief executive by last August. He resigned as a trustee after the diamond
scandal broke.

